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Burritos For Everyone!

Homegrown Casual Mexican Café Aims for Nationwide Success
by Yvette Bone

O

NE BURRITO, two burrito,
three burrito, four.
Four. That’s the number
of 3 Pepper Burrito Co. restaurants
you can expect to see open over
the next year in Southwest Florida,
which includes the company’s second
location that debuted last month in
the Daniels Crossing plaza at Six Mile
Cypress and Daniels.
The fast casual Mexican
restaurant is the brainchild of
business partners Justin O’Brien and
Tim Goff. Justin and Tim opened
their first 3 Pepper location in
Cape Coral – their hometown – in
November 2014.
Why four locations over the
next year? Well, these guys have a
sophisticated expansion plan, and
having a national presence is part of
it. But before we talk about that, let’s
get back to where it all started: Cape
Coral.
Justin and Tim grew up in Cape
Coral and have been friends since
elementary school. At 19, they began
working together in the real estate
industry. Tim was in sales and Justin
handled financing. With their good
fortune in the business, the duo
thought it would be fun to open a
Pita Pit franchise as a secondary
source of income. That was in 2007.
(“Yikes, 2007?” you say…). Yes, 2007:
ground zero of Southwest Florida’s
economic crash.
What was supposed to provide
supplemental salaries turned out to
be Justin and Tim’s main source of
income – a “blessing” says Justin.
Since people always have to eat, their
location at the Gulf Coast Town

Center was doing well, and in short
order they were opening more Pita
Pits around Florida. At one time, they
owned eight locations from Naples to
Tallahassee and were Pita Pit’s largest
franchisee.
While Justin and Tim enjoyed
success with their Pita Pit franchises,
their entrepreneurial spirits longed
for more.
“We got to the point where we
felt kind of maxed out with Pita Pit
and we wanted to use our skills to
create something we would have
more of a passion for, something that
was ours,” explained Justin. “That’s
when the concept of 3 Pepper was
born.”
Over a period of about 18
months, the two lifelong friends
used their knowledge about running
franchises and their natural business
savvy to dream up and develop a
strategy to not only bring a new fast
casual Mexican dining option to
Southwest Florida, but hopefully – in
due time – a new option around the
nation.
“We both love Mexican food,
and we knew there was growth
potential in that segment of the fast
casual market, even with the big guys
out there,” shared Justin. “We aren’t
necessarily looking to be better than
Moe’s or Chipotle or the others, we
are just looking to put our flare on it
– to piece together the things we feel
each one is missing.”
What is their flare? One of the
most noticeable offerings at 3 Pepper
is the fresh flour tortillas cooked
from scratch when ordered. A ball
of dough is transformed into a 12-

inch tortilla in about two seconds
on the press, followed by a minute
of cooking on the grill. It’s about as
authentic as you can get and is a fun
“wow factor” for young kids. Heck,
it’s fun for adults too.
From there, customers move
down the line to build their “perfect
burrito.” Meat, bean, rice and topping
options are all there, and all the
veggies are chopped fresh daily. At
the end of the line, guests can finish
their entrée with one (or more) of the
15 custom sauces mixed in house.
(Need a recommendation for the
sauces? Justin’s favorite sauces are
Diablo and Spicy Sour Cream. Tim’s
favorite sauces are Chipotle Ranch
and their limited time offered sauce,
Mojo.)
All meals come with chips and
salsa, and guests can upgrade to
queso or guacamole for just $.99. For
those who leave room for dessert,
options include a churro or Tim’s
creation: the Cookierito – chocolate
chip cookie dough rolled in a tortilla,
then deep fried and sprinkled with
powdered sugar. (You know you want
one.)
Another little flare 3 Pepper
offers is a spice bar for customizing
chips. Prefer lime flavored tortilla
chips? They have a spice for that.
Cinnamon and sugar chips? They
have one for that too. Four spices
round out the spice bar in all, giving
customers control over flavor.
Everything about 3 Pepper
Burrito Co. was designed to be a
franchise from the very beginning.
Justin and Tim learned a lot from
their years of experience with Pita
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“We got to the point where we felt kind of maxed out . . . and we wanted
to use our skills to create something we would have more of a passion for,
something that was ours.”
Pit and believe that will take them
where they hope to go with the 3
Pepper concept. Over the next two
years, the duo plans to open six
locations between Lee and Collier
counties. The next one, planned for
the first quarter of 2017, will open
in the Starbucks location on College
Parkway when Starbucks moves to
a new outparcel right in front of the
existing space.
A fourth location is in the final
stages of negotiations and being kept
under tight wraps. “It’s a pretty big
deal that will help us get ready for
expanding,” Justin explained.
Though the guys aren’t fully
positioned to sell franchises yet, they
have received more than 160 inquiries
from potential franchisees. Franchises
are a large part of their national
growth strategy, but Justin and Tim
want to perfect their systems first.
“We want to prove ourselves,”
said Justin. “I mean, how are we
gonna tell you that you’re gonna be
successful when we only have one or
two locations open.”
The duo wants franchisees to open
several locations because they’ll make
money on every single store. They
believe the system they are creating
will help make that possible. They
vowed to each other to never make
money on the back end of supplies
that franchisees purchase, eliminating
kickbacks that are common in many
other franchise systems.
“We want franchisees to feel like
part of our family – to know we care
about them,” said Tim. “We may not
grow as fast this way, but instead of
being greedy, we have always felt like

we should grow slower and grow
stronger.”
In November 2014, when Justin
and Tim introduced 3 Pepper Burrito
Co. to the world in Cape Coral,
they did so with the idea that if they
someday get to be a national brand,
they can say “we started at home.”
We think that’s a pretty neat idea.
Congratulations 3 Pepper Burrito
Co. on your new location in Daniels
Crossing, and welcome to the
neighborhood! We look forward to
watching you grow.
3 Pepper Burrito Co. is located
at 6900 Daniels Parkway in the
Daniels Crossing shopping center.
You can order in store or online at
3PepperBurrito.com, or call 239-2740449.

3 Pepper Fun Facts
•

Like to wash your hands
before you eat but don’t like
using the public restroom
sink? So does Justin! I think
his exact words were: “Dude, I
don’t want to have to go to the
bathroom to wash my hands!”
Each location has a handwashing basin in the main
area of the restaurant for this
very reason.

•

The 3 Pepper Burrito Co. logo
was hand-drawn by a German
artist named Stefan through
a logo design competition on
99designs.com.

Tim Goff and Justin O’Brien

